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Commodities Supercycle : 2022 to ??
• The collision of extreme events :
- A vibrant post Covid activity

- A non perfect understanding ex ante of the complexity of Energy
Transition
- A war that was (obviously) unexpected but which has a huge impact on
Oil, Natural Gas, Agri Commodities and Metals
- The shock correlations are remarkable between the 3 commodity
subgroups and unique in history:
--> Solar panels and windmills require a large amount of steel, EV require
aluminium, copper is necessary for the enlargement of grids.
--> Mining of metals consumes gigantic amounts of water and is damaging
for Agriculture

Energy Prices in the UK, DT Feb 4 - 2022

Why US prices were high in Jan 2022

Profits of Commodity Trading Houses
• Trafigura net profits for the 6 months ending in March 2022 was $2.7bn,
up 27% year on year, with a record volume of oil and metals trading

• The disruption of supply chains because of the Ukraine crisis created
unprecedented strain in supply chains, and for them unique
opportunities in oil, gas and refined products
• The company was handling a record volume of 7.3 mn barrels a day,
meaning an increase of 14% over 2021. It also traded 16% more metals
and 13% more minerals

Energy Markets are Related and Related to Metals
• Crude Oil can be replaced by Natural Gas, including in cars
• Natural Gas is transformed into Electricity in Combined Cycle Gas Turbines
(CCGTs)
• Coal is transformed into Electricity in Thermal Plants
• In parallel, crude oil leads to oil refined products and petro - chemistry, which
are a different and gigantic market in its own right

• Coking coal is used to produce steel, itself used in turn in windmills: steel
represents 71 to 79% of the total mass, and this steel gets used over time
• Nickel is greatly used in lithium batteries
• Aluminum is used in aircrafts and Electric Vehicles

The Arc of Energy History
• From 1840 to 1900, coal share went from 5% to 49% of global energy
supply

• From 1910 to 1970, oil share went from 2% to 39%
• From 1930 to 1990, Natural Gas went from 2% to 20%
• As of 2016, Renewables represented only 4% of global energy supply

• Renewables are representing today a large fraction of electricity
production, but the situation is uneven worldwide
• Climate Change is the major focus today, besides the pandemic: ESG
Ratings, Trading Schemes for Emissions, Batteries and Metals..

The Remarkable Rise of Average CO2 Emissions

EIA Data on Gasoline Demand: A 30% drop between March 20 and 27- 2020

The Plunge of WTI Promptmonth in April 2020

Explaining WTI prices by Production and Storage Capacity
(Geman & Ma, 2021)
Fitting WTI price with linear regression on crude oil production in
US, the import into US and inventory in US.
Breakpoint Jan.07.2020 is the day that minimizes the error if we
split data into pre-pandemic and pandemic regimes and model
separately. Remarkably it is the time when the COVID-19 first
outbreak came in the Western news

Exxon and NextEra Market Capitalization
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70% of Oil and Gas debt were trading at distressed
levels by mid-April 2020

WTI Implied Volatility on 10/15/20

The CGMY Process (2002, J of Business)

• It allows for more flexibility in the representation of positive and
negative moves: the Lévy density of the CGMY process is defined by
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• The parameter Y captures the "fine" structure of the process in the
following way
Y<1
FA and not CM
-1Y<0
FA and CM (finite activity and complete
monotonicity)
0  Y < 1 IA and FV (infinite activity and finite variation)
-1Y<2
IV

Numerical Results of Fitting CGMYSV to WTI options

Below is the CGMYSV model fitted against the market call option
quotes on 10/15/2020 when the underlining futures price = $
39.85, r = 0.19%, time till maturity = 21 days.
The fitting is done by minimizing the root mean square error
between the model and market prices.
The average root mean square is 0.74%

WTI Prices – June 2020 to June 2021

Oil Forward Curves on June 10, 2022

A Plausible Model for a Book of Oil Futures and Options
(G. 2005, 2015)
The first state variable can be naturally the spot price of the
commodity – to relate to equities
Stochastic volatility is a good candidate for the second state variable,
as it will account for inventory and replace the unobservable
convenience yield
The third state variable may be the long-term value of the
commodity, translating in particular the forecast on long-term supply
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with correlations between the three Brownian motions and
L possibly mean-reverting depending on the horizon

Tar Sands are Back in Canada
• Lenders including Royal Bank of Canada, Toronto –Dominion Bank, the
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Scotlabank and CIBC increased
their financing to the top 30 tar sands producers and 6 pipeline
companies by almost $9bn in 2021, according to data from the
Rainforest Action, the activist group that investigates fossil fuel
financing

• In parallel, the 5 Canadian banks committed in 2021 to reach net zero
emissions by 2050across their operations and portfolios.
• Tar sands are a growing source of Canadian emissions but also a large
part of the economy. The sector accounts for 25% of annual emissions in
the province of Alberta
• The other prominent financier was New York based JPMorgan Chase.

Cost of Renewable Energy
• Solar electricity costs went from 350 dollars per MW to $70; offshore
wind from 200 to 100 dollars
• Solar and Wind need to be backed up by batteries, hydroelectricity,
hydrogen and Natural Gas

• A zero-carbon economy would require 4 to 5 times more electricity as
the current consumption, all from non-carbon-emitting sources
• Hydrogen, mostly produced by electrolysis of electricity, will play an
essential role and its consumption may jump 11-fold by 2050
• Hydrogen may be stored in a battery, making hydrogen and electricity
interchangeable sources of energy

Global Energy Supply in 2050

LNG in Industry
• Natural Gas reached record numbers in Asia and Europe in late 2021,
like $30 at TTF in Jan 2022
• In Q4 21, US LNG filled Europe’s missing gas, as well as Norway, Qatar
and Japan which revised its own stock monitoring
• In the US, Henry Hub went to $5/Mbtu, the first time since the
exploitation of Shale Gas
• Fertilizers, glass industry, steel making consume gas; moreover, there
was a low investment upstream in gas supply, hence the return to coalfired generation in some places in Europe and US

• Gazprom produces 2/3 of Russian gas consumption
• It reduced by 25% its exports to Europe in Q4 2021

US LNG Exports 2020 to 2022

US LNG to Europe
• Europe has become by far the largest destination for U.S. LNG exports.
• The big picture: 74% of U.S. LNG cargoes went to Europe in the first four months
of this year, up from 34% on a full-year basis in 2021, according to the EIA
(Energy Information Agency)
• Europe already needed more gas during last year's energy crunch and now is
looking to wean itself from Russian supplies.
• A lot more volume heading to Europe in coming years, if an agreement with EU
leaders is implemented.

Nat Gas Henry Hub Forward Curve on 04/21/20 : Prices of Nat Gas
followed the decline of Oil Prices – Substitution and Correlation

Dutch TTF First-Nearby Natural Gas

Coal is definitely receding in the US: NYMEX Coal
Index vs Peabody and Arch Coal Share Prices
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Coal Prices rise in Europe as well, despite the
advance of Europe on climate matters

China asks Mongolia to ramp up coal production in 70 mines
to increase their output by 100 million tonnes; in total, more
than 300 new coal plants will come online in the next 5 years

Coal Prices remarkably rising even in Australia
Newcastle Australia Coal Futures Prices
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New Coal Plants Still Built

New Coal Plants (as of 2021)

Copper and Renewable Energy
• The world's transition to renewable energy and electric vehicles will require
unprecedented amounts of copper from potentially new mining operations that may harm
vulnerable species and ecosystems
• The global need for copper could increase by an estimated 350% by 2050, with current
reserves depleting some time between 2035 and 2045, as wind and solar deployment
grow and more people use EVs.
• Worldwide copper usage jumped 38% over the last decade, from 17.8 mn of metric tonnes
in 2009 to 24.5 mn in 2019, largely driven by demand for renewable energy and cleaner
vehicles. Prices of copper were $8,995 a tonne on Feb 18 2021 in London, their highest
level since 2011; Aluminium $2,162 a tonne, highest since 2018 .
• Wind energy requires on average 2,000 tons of copper per GW, while solar needs about
5,000 tons per GW — several times higher than fossil fuels and nuclear energy.
• Electric vehicles can contain between 40 kg and 83 kg of copper, while an internal
combustion engine needs an average of 23 kg.
• Some argue that the benefits of renewable forms of energy outweigh the costs of
obtaining the materials to produce them, as long as good mining practices are followed
and recycling rates are improved.

A Road Charging EVs: on the Move!

Copper Prices – 2012 to 2022

Palladium



One of the six platinum-group metals (along with
ruthenium, rhodium, osmium, iridium and platinum
itself)



The metal is mined primarily in Russia and South Africa,
and mostly extracted as a secondary product from
operations that are focused on other metals, such as
platinum or nickel.



Annual total production is less than 5% of gold. It’s 15
times rarer than platinum and 30 times rarer than gold

What is the use of Palladium?
•

The metal is highly resistant to wear and tarnish, making it well suited for
applications like jewelry.

•

Palladium also has very stable electrical properties and has become a key
material for electrical capacitors and semiconductors.

•

Palladium has a special ability to absorb up to 900 times its own volume of
hydrogen. This makes the metal a key material for automobile catalytic
converters — which convert harmful gases from hydrocarbon emissions, such
as carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide, into less harmful substances.

•

It is 15 times rarer than platinum and 30 times rarer than Gold, mostly
produced in South Africa and Russia, like nickel

Palladium Prices – 2012 to 2021
(80% for petrol and hybrid cars)

Iron Ore from 2012 to 2022

Steel Rebar 2015 to 2022
(for wind turbines and PV)

Steel Scrap Futures

California bets on Batteries against Blackouts
• The world’s most powerful lithium-ion battery was unveiled in August 2020 near
San Diego. LS Power Gateway battery has more wattage than the Tesla-built
Hornsdale Power Reserve in Australia, the previous record at that date
• California has built a large amount of photovoltaic generation until sunset.
Batteries can store surplus solar energy at midday and discharge in the evening,
following the natural gas fired peakers traditionally used by grid operators

• Gateway almost doubled Cailfornia’s battery storage capacity at 250 megawatts,
100 MW more than Hornsdale – one megawatt can serve 750 homes in
California
• A total of 648 MW of battery capacity will be put in service in California this year
and 1112 Mw next year, leading to 2.090 MW installed by the end of 2021. The
state utilities have already surpassed the state target to contract 1,325 MW of
storage capacity by 2020, according to Cal Public Utilities Commissions

Batteries & Critical Elements
• Efforts to rapidly improve battery technology and make EVs more affordable
could be hampered by a shortage of raw materials like lithium, cobalt and nickel.
Many automakers are racing to lock up supply chains — and in some cases, to
produce batteries themselves.
• Driving the news: Volkswagen, the world's second-largest automaker, took the
boldest step yet with a plan announced Monday to build six giant battery
factories in Europe by 2030.
• Together, the six plants could provide up to 240 gigawatt-hours of battery
capacity — 12% more than the entire world consumed in 2020, according to
Benchmark Mineral Intelligence.
• That's enough capacity just in Europe to build 4 million to 4.5 million electric
vehicles, depending on the size of the cars' battery packs, Benchmark says.
• The effort will cost about $29 billion and would make VW (along with partner
Northvolt) the world’s second-largest cell producer after China’s CATL

Energy Consumption

Source: https://cbeci.org/index/comparisons

Bitcoin Mining in China

Figure: “Migration” of mining in China in the period 2017-2018, after which miners stopped activities.

Jan 20181,2: Enforces strict policies on electricity consumption, land use, tax collection and environmental

ps://www.ft.com/content/adfe7858-f4f9-11e7-88f7-5465a6ce1a00

/www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-03/china-is-said-to-curb-electricity-supply-for-some-bitcoin-miners

Climate Risk Modeling
• BlackRock, the world's largest asset manager, acquired in 2022 Baringa, a
London-based consulting firm's climate modeling system.
• BlackRock plans to integrate the model into its proprietary tools to help clients
reduce their portfolios' climate risk exposure.
• Asset managers and investment firms are looking to in-house teams or outside
firms to gauge their risks of climate impacts, such as sea level rise.
• In addition, companies including BlackRock want to help clients profit off the
transition to a clean energy economy. BlackRock already has a set of tools called
Aladdin Climate to evaluate climate risks and ESG –related opportunities
• The model would bring to BlackRock new capacity to analyze risks of a transition
to a net-zero carbon economy, which many big nations including the U.S. hope
to achieve by 2050.
• This could include, for instance, financial ramifications of oil and gas assets that
can no longer be burned due to new greenhouse gas emissions limits.
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